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DISJOINT SEQUENCES IN BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS 
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Abstract. We deal with the system ConvB of all sequential convergences on a Boolean 
algebra B. We prove that if a is a sequential convergence on B which is generated by a set 
of disjoint sequences and if /3 is any element of ConvB, then the join a V p exists in the 
partially ordered set ConvB. Further we show that each interval of ConvB is a Brouwerian 
lattice. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Some types of sequential convergences on Boolean algebras were investigated by 
Lowig [3], Novak and Novotny [4] and Papangelou [5]. 
This note is a continuation of [1]. Throughout the paper we assume that B is 
a Boolean algebra which has more than one element. ConvB is the system of all 
sequential convergences on B which are compatible with the structure of B. For the 
sake of completeness, the definition of Conv B as given in [1] is recalled in Section 2. 
The system ConvB is partially ordered by the set-theoretical inclusion. It is a 
A-semilattice with the least element (the discrete convergence on B). In general, 
Conv B fails to be a lattice; i.e., for a and (5 in Conv B, the join aV (3 need not exist 
in the partially ordered set ConvB. 
A sufficient condition for ConvB to be a lattice was found in [2]. 
We denote by D(B) the system of all sequences (xn) in B such that 
(i) £„(i) Ai n ( 2 ) = 0 whenever n(l) and n(2) are distinct positive integers; 
(ii) xn > 0 for each positive integer n. 
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The sequences belonging to D(B) will be called disjoint. 
We prove that for each subset A of D(B) there exists a sequential convergence 
a 6 Conv B which is generated by A and that for any /? € Conv B the join a V /? 
exists in the partially ordered set ConvB. 
Further we show that each interval of Conv B is a complete lattice satisfying the 
identity 
(\Ja,)AP=\J(aiAP). 
\ei ' iei 
This implies that each interval of Conv B is a Brouwerian lattice. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote by S the system of all sequences in B. Let a C S x B. If ((x„), x) e a, 
then we denote this fact by writing x„ -> a x. For a G B, const a denotes the sequence 
(x„) such that x„ = a for each n £ N. 
We recall the definitions of C o n v S and Conv0 B from [1]. 
2 . 1 . Def ini t ion. A subset of S x B is said to be a convergence on B if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) If xn - » a x and (yn) is a subsequence of (x„), then y„ -> a x. 
(ii) If (x„) 6 S, x e S and if for each subsequence (y„) of (x„) there is a 
subsequence (zn) of (y„) such that zn -> a x, then x„ -> a x. 
(iii) If a £ B and (x„) = consta, then x„ -> a a. 
(iv) If x„ -> a x and x„ -> a y, then x = y. 
(v) If x„ -> a x and y„ -> a y, then x„ V y„ -> x V y, x„ A y„ -> a x A y and 
x n —>a x'. 
(vi) If x„ ^ y„ < z„ is valid for each n eN and x„ -> a x, z n -> a x, then y„ -> a x. 
The system of all convergences on B is denoted by ConvB. 
For each a G Conv B we put 
ao = {(x„) e S : x „ - > a 0 } . 
Further we define 
Convo B = {a0: a e ConvB}. 
Both the systems Conv B and Conv0 B are partially ordered by the set-theoretical 
inclusion; the suprema and infima (if they exist) in Conv B or in Conv0 B are denoted 
by the symbol V or A, respectively. 
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Next, we denote by d the system of all ((xn),x) e S x B such that the set 
{neN: xnjt x} is finite. Then d is the least element of ConvS . 
For each a e ConvB we put f(a) = Qo-
2 .2 . Lemma . The mapping f is an isomorphism of the partiaiiy ordered set 
Conv B onto the partially ordered set Conv0 B. 
P r o o f . We have / (ConvB) = Conv0 B. In view of 1.4 in [1], / is a monomor-
phism. 
Let a,0 e ConvB, a ^ 0. Further let (xn) e a 0 . Hence ((xn) ,0) € a, thus 
((xn),0) e 0 and then (xn) e 0O. Thus a0 ^ 0O. 
Now let a,0 e ConvB, a0 ^ 0O. Assume that ((xn),x) e a. In view of 1.3 in [1] 
we have 
xn A x
1 —*•„ 0, x'n A x -*a 0. 
Thus from the relation a0 ^ 0O we obtain 
xn A x' -+p 0, x'nAx -*0 0. 
Then by applying 1.3 in [1] again we get xn ->/? x. Hence a ^ 0. D 
As a consequence we obtain that d0 is the least element of Conv0 B. 
2 .3 . L e m m a . (Cf. [1].) (i) Conv 0 B is a A-semilattice and each interval of 
Conv0 B is a complete lattice. 
(ii) lf% ^ {a^}ieI C Conv0 B, then 
A «?=[>?• 
ig/ i£/ 
(iii) There exists a Boolean algebra B\ such that Conv0 Bi fails to be a lattice. 
From 2.2 and 2.3 we infer 
2 .4. Proposi t ion. ConvB is a A-semilattice and each interval of ConvB is 
a complete lattice. There exists a Boolean algebra Bi such that Conv Bx is not a 
lattice. 
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3. O N THE SET D(B) 
We apply the notation as in the previous sections. A subset T of S is called regular 
if there exists a 0 G Convo B such that T C a0. 
Let T be a regular subset of S and let a0 be as above. Then in view of 2.3 there 
exists an element a°(T) of Conv0 B such that a°(T) is the least element of Conv0 B 
having T as a subset. We say that a°(T) is the element of Conv0 B which is generated 
by T. We also say that T generates the convergence a, where a0 = a°(T). 
If T is regular, then clearly each subset of T is regular. 
For (xn), (yn) G S we put (xn) ^ (yn) if x n $C yn for each n £ M. Then S turns 
out to be a Boolean algebra. Let A be a nonempty subset of S. We denote by 
A*—the set of all (xn) G S such that for each subsequence (yn) of (xn) there exists 
a subsequence (zn) of (yn) which belongs to A; 
[A]—the ideal of the Boolean algebra generated by the set A; 
5A—the set of all subsequences of sequences belonging to A. 
The following assertion is easy to verify. 
3 .1 . Lemma. Let A be a nonempty subset of S. Then [A] is the set of all 
sequences (zn) e S such that there exist k EN and (wn), (wn),..., (wn) € A having 
the property that the relation 
zn ^ w n V to* V . . . V wn 
is valid for each n eN. 
3.2. Lemma. (Cf. [1], 2.9.) Let 0 ^ A C S. Then the following conditions are 
eqmVaient: 
(i) A is regular. 
(ii) If(yn), (yn), • • •, (yn) are elements of6A and ifb is an element of B such that 
6 ^ Vn V yn V . . . V yn is valid for each n€N, then b = 0. 
From the definition of Conv0 B and from [1], 2.5 we conclude 
3.3 . Lemma. Let A ^ 0 be a regular subset of S. Then [6A]* is an element of 
Conv0 B which is generated by the set A. 
3.4. Lemma. (Cf. [1], 5.2.) Let (xn) G D(B). Then the set {(xn)} is regular. 
3.5. Lemma. Let (xn) 6 D(B) and suppose that (yn), (yl),..., (y*) are subse-
quences of ( i „ ) . Put (zn) = V„ V y\ V . . . V v* for each n G N. Then there exists a 
subsequence (U) of'(-„) such that (tn) G D(B). 
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P r o o f . For each i e { 1 , 2 , . . . , k ) and each n £ N there is a positive integer 
j(i,n) such that 
!/n=Zj(.,n). 
Thus for each i e { 1 , 2 , . . . , k} we have 
(1) j ( £ , n ) - » o o as n -> oo. 
We define the sequence (<„) by induction as follows. We put tx = zi- Suppose that 
n > 1 and that h,t2,... ,tn-\ are defined. Hence there are £(1), £ (2 ) , . . . , l(n-\) e N 
with 
ts = z((s) for s = 1,2, . . . , n - 1. 
In view of (1) there exists the least positive integer p having the property that for 
each s e { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 1} and each i ( l ) , i (2) e {1,2,. ..,fc} the relation 
j(i(l),s)<j(i(2),p) 
is valid. Then we put tn = zp. 
Hence tn A t , = 0 for s = 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 1. Thus (zn) e D(B). • 
3.6. L e m m a . Let 0 + Ax be a reguiar subset of S and let (xn) e D(B). Then 
the set Ax U {(xn)} is regular. 
P r o o f . We denote by a 0 the element of Conv 0 B which is generated by the 
set A\. Put A = Ai U {(xn)}. By way of contradiction, suppose that A fails to be 
regular. Then in view of 3.2 there are (yn), (yn), • • •, (yn) e SA and 0 < 6 e B such 
that the relation 
0 < b <. y\ V yn V . . . V y™ 
is valid for each n £M. Put 
Afi = { i € { l , 2 , . . . , m } : (yn) e A,}, 
M2 = { l , 2 , . . . , m } \ M i -
Since the set Ai is regular, in view of 3.2 the relation M2 — 0 cannot hold. Further, 
according to 3.4 and 3.2, the set Mx cannot be empty. Denote 
4 = V»» (ieAfi), zl = \jyn (*eM2). 
Then ( 4 ) e a0-
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According to 3.5 there exists a mapping tp: N -» N such that ifi is increasing and 
the sequence ( ^ ( n ) ) belongs to D(B). We have 
*<,(») v zч>(n) 
Put 
0 < b ̂  4  V 4(n  fOT e a C h " 6 
6 A 4 ( n ) = ( J n , bAzl(n)=q
2
n. 
T h e n 
6 = <?n V ll 
for each n e N. We have (qn) e a 0 and (qn) e £>(£). 
Since 6 = qn+1 V <jn+1 we get 
ql = q2n/\b = q
2
n/\ (qn+1 V (Jn+1) = (?n A <7n+1) V (<7n A 9 n + 1 ) = 9 n A <7n+1 
and clearly (qn A g n + 1 ) e a 0 . Therefore (<7n V q
2) e a 0 yielding that const 6 e a 0 , 
which is impossible. • 
By the obvious induction, from 3.6 we obtain 
3.7. Lemma. Let 0 # Ax be a regular subset of S,me N, (xn), (x
2
n),..., (x™) 
e D(B). Then the set A\ U {(xn), (x
2
n),..., (x™)} is regular. 
Since the system of sequences which is dealt with in the condition (ii) of 3.2 is 
finite, from 3.7 we conclude 
3.8. Proposi t ion. Let 0 ^ Ax be a regular subset ofS. Then the set A1L)D(B) 
is regular. 
It is obvious that if 0 ^ A2 C S, then A2 is regular if and only if the set {const 0} U 
A2 is regular. Hence by putting Ax = {const 0}, from 3.8 we obtain 
3.9. Propos i t ion . The set D(B) is regular. 
In view of 3.9, there exists 7 e Conv B which is generated by the set D(B). 
Let a0 e Conv0 B. According to 3.8, the set a0 U D(B) is regular. Hence there 
exists 0o e Conv0 B such that 0O is generated by the set a 0 U D(B). 
In view of 3.3, we have a0 ^ f30 and 70 ^ A). Let ft e Conv0 B, ft ^ a 0 , ft > 70. 
Thus D(B) C ft and hence a 0 U D(B) C ft. By using 3.3 again we get ft <_ ft. 
Therefore ft = a0V y0. We obtain 
3.10. Proposi t ion. Let a 0 e Conv 0 B. Then the join a0 V 70 exists in the 
partially ordered set Conv0 B. 
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In view of 2.2 we conclude 
3.11. Corollary. Let a 6 ConvB. Then the join a V 7 exists in the partially 
ordered set Conv B. 
If A0 is a nonempty subset of D(B), then it is regular and thus there exists 
71 e ConvB which is generated by A0. Clearly 71 ^ 7; from 3.11 and 2.4 we obtain 
3.12. Corollary. Under the notation as above, for each a 6 Conv B there exists 
a V 71 in ConvB. 
4 . A DISTRIBUTIVE IDENTITY 
Suppose that /.! and /x2 are elements of Conv0 B such that Hi ^ fi2. Consider the 
interval [j*i, H2] of the partially ordered set Conv0 B. In view of 2.3, this interval is 
a complete lattice. 
Let 0 # {"i}ie; C [fii,fi2] and P e [^1,^2]- Then the elements 
"1 = ( V "•) A ̂  ^ = \j(cti^P) 
iei 
exist in [^1,^2] and v\ > v2. Put 
Ai = {Jai, A2 = \J(ain/3). 
iei iei 
Suppose that (vn) e V\. Hence according to 2.3 we have 
(«„) e p and (vn) e \ / ai. 
iei 
Prom the second relation and from Lemma 3.3 in [1] we obtain 
(Vn) 6 [Ai]\ 
Hence for each subsequence (tn) of (vn) there is a subsequence (tn) of (tn) such that 
(tl) € [Al]. 
Let (tn) and (tn) have the mentioned properties. Therefore in view of 3.1 there 
are (wn), (wn),..., (wn) in A such that the relation 
*n ^ Wn V Wn V • • • V wn 
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is valid for each t i E N . Put 
Qi = tn A wn 
for each n e N and each j € { 1 , 2 , . . . , A}. Thus 
'n = 9n v 9?i v • • • v In for each n e M , 
and (gn), ( g „ ) , . . . , (g„) € At. At the same time we have (q\), ( « . ) , . . . , (g„) 6 0. 
Hence for each j € { 1 , 2 , . . . , k] there is i(j) G / such that 
(QL) eai{j)np. 
In view of 3.1, this yields that (tn) belongs to [A2]. Therefore (vn) 6 [A2]". Thus by 
applying Lemma 3.3 in [1] we get (vn) e v2. 
Summarizing, we have 
4 .1 . Proposi t ion . Let [n\,n2] be an interval o /ConvoB, /3 £ [Mi,/*2], 0 5̂  
{ a ; } ; £ / C [/ii,/.2]. Then 
(1) (ya^JA/3= \J(aiA0). 
4 .2 . Corollary . Bach intervaJ of Conv0 B is Brouwerian. 
From 4.1 and 2.2 we obtain 
4 .3 . Corollary. Each intervaJ of ConvB satisfies the identity (1). 
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